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Lost Tribe of the Sith
Following an ambush by the Jedis, Sith Yaru Korsin fights a mutiny led by his own brother, leaving him
no choice but to flee with the remaining loyal Siths to the outskirts of an unknown planet where they
face plagues and predators.

Rule of Two: Star Wars Legends (Darth Bane)
Kenobi
Into the Void
Here begins the tale of the dawn of the Jedi, the Star Wars of 25,000 years ago—before lightsabers, before
hyperspace travel, before the Jedi spread throughout the galaxy, when connections to the Force were
new. On the planet Tython, a group of beings—scientists, philosophers, and warriors—strive to maintain
peace and to balance the mystifying power known as the Force. But a stranger is coming, one who will
disrupt the balance with his arrival and his own connection to the Force. Everything in their system is
about to change . . . The doors to the galaxy have been opened! Collects Star Wars: Dawn of the
Jedi—Force Storm #1–#5.

The Dark Rival
The first story follows four generations of Jedi, including Dooku, Qui-Gon Jinn, Obi-Wan Kenobi, and
Anakin Skywalker; and, when Obi-Wan and Siri fall in love, their relationship has unforeseen
consequences for generations to come.

Critic After Dark
“The Sith always betray one another. . . . I’m sure you’ll learn that soon enough.” The overthrow of the
Republic is complete. The Separatist forces have been smashed, the Jedi Council nearly decimated, and
the rest of the Order all but destroyed. Now absolute power rests in the iron fist of Darth Sidious–the
cunning Sith lord better known as the former Senator, now Emperor, Palpatine. But more remains to be
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done. Pockets of resistance in the galaxy must still be defeated and missing Jedi accounted for . . . and
dealt with. These crucial tasks fall to the Emperor’s ruthless enforcer, Darth Vader. In turn, the Dark
Lord has groomed a lethal apprentice entrusted with a top-secret mission: to comb the galaxy and
dispatch the last of his masters’ enemies, thereby punctuating the dark side’s victory with the Jedi’s
doom. Since childhood, Vader’s nameless agent has known only the cold, mercenary creed of the Sith.
His past is a void; his present, the carrying out of his deadly orders. But his future beckons like a
glistening black jewel with the ultimate promise: to stand beside the only father he has ever known, with
the galaxy at their feet. It is a destiny he can realize only by rising to the greatest challenge of his
discipleship: destroying Emperor Palpatine. The apprentice’s journeys will take him across the far
reaches of the galaxy, from the Wookiee homeworld of Kashyyyk to the junkyard planet of Raxus
Prime. On these missions, the young Sith acolyte will forge an unlikely alliance with a ruined Jedi
Master seeking redemption and wrestle with forbidden feelings for his beautiful comrade, Juno Eclipse.
And he will be tested as never before–by shattering revelations that strike at the very heart of all he
believes and stir within him long-forgotten hopes of reclaiming his name . . . and changing his destiny.
Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe,
and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!

Star Wars - Dawn of the Jedi
Obi-Wan Kenobi and Anakin Skywalker embark on a mission to uncover the wearabouts of the evil Sith
Lord, Darth Sidious, only to become trapped in a labyrinthine web of lies, betrayal, and intrigue.

Journey into the Void
An exciting new era of Star Wars history is about to begin--as fantasy and science fiction's most
acclaimed authors propel the legendary epic into the next millennium, introducing us to a rich cast of
characters that features old favorites--Luke Skywalker, Han Solo, and Leia Organa Solo--along with the
next generation of Jedi and never-before seen creatures, droids, and deadly agents of darkness. In Vector
Prime, the launch novel for this thrilling new saga, New York Times bestselling author R. A. Salvatore
takes the Star Wars universe to previously unscaled heights of action and imagination, expanding the
beloved story of a galaxy far, far away . . . Twenty-one years have passed since the heroes of the Rebel
Alliance destroyed the Death Star, breaking the power of the Emperor. Since then, the New Republic has
valiantly struggled to maintain peace and prosperity among the peoples of the galaxy. But unrest has
begun to spread; tensions erupt in outbreaks of rebellion that, if unchecked, threaten to destroy the
Republic's tenuous reign. Into this volatile atmosphere comes Nom Anor, a charismatic firebrand who
heats passions to the boiling point, sowing seeds of dissent for his own dark motives. In an effort to avert
a catastrophic civil war, Leia travels with her daughter Jaina, her sister-in-law Mara Jade Skywalker, and
the loyal protocol droid C-3PO, to conduct face-to-face diplomatic negotiations with Nom Anor. But he
proves resistant to Leia's entreaties--and, far more inexplicably, within the Force, where a being should
be, was . . . blank space. Meanwhile, Luke is plagued by reports of rogue Jedi Knights who are taking
the law into their own hands. And so he wrestles with a dilemma: Should he attempt, in this climate of
mistrust, to reestablish the legendary Jedi Council? As the Jedi and the Republic focus on internal
struggles, a new threat surfaces, unnoticed, beyond the farthest reaches of the Outer Rim. An enemy
appears from outside known space, bearing weapons and technology unlike anything New Republic
scientists have ever seen. Suddenly Luke, Mara, Leia, Han Solo, and Chewbacca--along with the Solo
children--are thrust again into battle, to defend the freedom so many have fought and died for. But this
time, all their courage, sacrifice, and even the power of the Force itself may not be enough. . . . Features
a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over
half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
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Vector Prime: Star Wars Legends (The New Jedi Order)
Charged with educating young Anakin Skywalker in the ways of the Jedi, Obi-Wan Kenobi takes the
boy to Zonama Sekot--where the fastest ships in the galaxy are built--and find danger aplenty in this
distant port of call. Reprint.

Light from the Void
Long before the Old Republic, the Je'daii were protectors and peacekeepers of the Tython system. When
Xesh, a mysterious warrior, becomes enthralled with the mad Je'daii Daegen Lok, hunters are dispatched
by the Je'daii to stop Lok and save the Xesh. But they're not alone: Xesh's former masters, cannibal
aliens steeped in the dark side, have sent their own hunter - with orders to kill

The Shadow Men
Collects the first three books in the Star Wars series, offering a glimpse of how Anakin Skywalker
became aware of his power and turned to the dark side.

The Force Unleashed: Star Wars Legends
A riveting, beautifully written, fugue-like novel of AIs, memory, violence, and mortality Not far in the
future the seas have risen and the central latitudes are emptying, but it’s still a good time to be rich in
San Francisco, where weapons drones patrol the skies to keep out the multitudinous poor. Irina isn’t
rich, not quite, but she does have an artificial memory that gives her perfect recall and lets her act as a
medium between her various employers and their AIs, which are complex to the point of opacity. It’s a
good gig, paying enough for the annual visits to the Mayo Clinic that keep her from aging. Kern has no
such access; he’s one of the many refugees in the sprawling drone-built favelas on the city’s periphery,
where he lives like a monk, training relentlessly in martial arts, scraping by as a thief and an enforcer.
Thales is from a different world entirely—the mathematically inclined scion of a Brazilian political clan,
he’s fled to L.A. after the attack that left him crippled and his father dead. A ragged stranger accosts
Thales and demands to know how much he can remember. Kern flees for his life after robbing the wrong
mark. Irina finds a secret in the reflection of a laptop’s screen in her employer’s eyeglasses. None are
safe as they’re pushed together by subtle forces that stay just out of sight. Vivid, tumultuous, and
propulsive, Void Star is Zachary Mason’s mind-bending follow-up to his bestselling debut, The Lost
Books of the Odyssey.

Honor Among Thieves
A stand-alone hardcover tie-in to the successful comic book series, Star Wars: Dawn of the Jedi, written
by fantasy novelist, Tim Lebbon. Taking place thousands of years before the time of Luke Skywalker
and Darth Vader. On the remote world Tython ancient philosophers and scientists share their mystical
knowledge and study the ways of the Force. They establish the order of the Je'daii--which, in years to
come, will become the Jedi. But first these visitors from so many different planets must colonize a
dangerous new homeworld and surmount societal conflicts as the burgeoning Rakatan Empire prepares
to conquer the known galaxy.

Star Wars
Princess Leia embarks on a perilous quest in search of her kidnapped children, a quest that takes her,
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Han Solo, and Luke Skywalker to a strange crystal star, home to a charismatic alien. Reprint.

Star Wars
"The alien Rakata, users of the dark side of the Force, have invaded the Tython system to enslave the
Je'daii. When the Je'daii attack the Rakatan stronghold new knowledge about a mysterious device on the
Je'daii's homeworld is revealed and changes the direction of the war . . ."--

Echo City
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER #1 Washington Post Bestseller There’s Santa Claus, Shakespeare,
Mickey Mouse, the Bible, and then there’s Star Wars. Nothing quite compares to sitting down with a
young child and hearing the sound of John Williams’s score as those beloved golden letters fill the
screen. In this fun, erudite, and often moving book, Cass R. Sunstein explores the lessons of Star Wars
as they relate to childhood, fathers, the Dark Side, rebellion, and redemption. As it turns out, Star Wars
also has a lot to teach us about constitutional law, economics, and political uprisings. In rich detail,
Sunstein tells the story of the films’ wildly unanticipated success and explores why some things succeed
while others fail. Ultimately, Sunstein argues, Star Wars is about freedom of choice and our neverending ability to make the right decision when the chips are down. Written with buoyant prose and
considerable heart, The World According to Star Wars shines a bright new light on the most beloved
story of our time.

Into the Void: Star Wars Legends (Dawn of the Jedi)
Exiled to Tatooine, Obi-Wan Kenobi works to hide his Jedi powers and establish an alternate identity for
himself as an eccentric hermit while protecting an infant Luke Skywalker and aiding the residents of
Tatooine.

Dark Disciple: Star Wars
Han Solo and his new friends embark on a daring rescue mission just after the destruction of the first
Death Star.

The Void War
One of the most extraordinary, imaginative and ambitious novels of the century: a history of the
evolution of humankind over the next 2 billion years. Among all science fiction writers Olaf Stapledon
stands alone for the sheer scope and ambition of his work. First published in 1930, Last and First Men is
full of pioneering speculations about evolution, terraforming, genetic engineering and many other
subjects.

Star Wars: Dawn of the Jedi Volume 3 Force War
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER On the planet Tython, the ancient Je’daii order was founded. And
at the feet of its wise Masters, Lanoree Brock learned the mysteries and methods of the Force—and found
her calling as one of its most powerful disciples. But as strongly as the Force flowed within Lanoree and
her parents, it remained absent in her brother, who grew to despise and shun the Je’daii, and whose
training in its ancient ways ended in tragedy. Now, from her solitary life as a Ranger keeping order
across the galaxy, Lanoree has been summoned by the Je’daii Council on a matter of utmost urgency.
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The leader of a fanatical cult, obsessed with traveling beyond the reaches of known space, is bent on
opening a cosmic gateway using dreaded dark matter as the key—risking a cataclysmic reaction that will
consume the entire star system. But more shocking to Lanoree than even the prospect of total galactic
annihilation, is the decision of her Je’daii Masters to task her with the mission of preventing it. Until a
staggering revelation makes clear why she was chosen: The brilliant, dangerous madman she must track
down and stop at any cost is the brother whose death she has long grieved—and whose life she must now
fear. NOTE: This version does not include the Dawn of the Jedi comic insert. Includes an original Dawn
of the Jedi short story by John Ostrander! Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a
primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most
popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years! Praise for Into the Void “In a story filled with
adventure, intrigue, and great quotes, there’s a lot to like in this book. Tim Lebbon dives into his very
first Star Wars story with a great deal of success. He manages to spin a tale that feels like Star Wars, but
also feels different from other stories that have been told before. While there is some threat of system
wide destruction, the point is never pushed to being ridiculous. The characters feel believable and
provoke interest. The attention to the characters never takes away from the plot. There’s also a
remarkable balance between world building, plot and character development, and action. When it comes
down to it, Dawn of the Jedi: Into the Void is just great storytelling.”—Roqoo Depot “A nice, compact
Star Wars tale that both acts as an introduction to the Dawn of the Jedi period and a standalone
story.”—Club Jade “A solidly enjoyable read . . . a nice addition to the Expanded Universe.”—Tosche
Station “A good solid Star Wars adventure story with heart.”—Knights’ Archive

Star Wars: Clone Wars Gambit - Siege
"This is the beginning of the story of the true roots of the Jedi Order, the Star Wars of 25,000 years
ago"--

My Video Game Ate My Homework
This is the era of Luke Skywalker's legacy: the Jedi Master has unified the order into a cohesive group of
powerful Jedi Knights. However, as this era begins, planetary interests threaten to disrupt this time of
relative peace and Luke is plagued by visions of an approaching darkness. Melding the galaxy into one
cohesive political whole after the savage war with the Yuuzhan Vong is not the easiest task, and already
some worlds are chafing under the demands of the new government. Civil war may be brewing, and the
Skywalker-Solo clan find that they might not all be on the same side. Meanwhile, evil is rising
again--out of the best intentions--and it looks like the legacy of the Skywalkers may come full circle

Dark Warning
A lavish coffee-table book featuring spectacular images from the Chandra X-Ray Observatory, the most
powerful X-Ray telescope ever built Take a journey through the cosmos with Light from the Void, a
stunning collection of photographs from the Chandra X-Ray Observatory's two decades of operation.
The book showcases rarely-seen celestial phenomena such as black holes, planetary nebulae, galaxy
clusters, gravitational waves, stellar birth and death, and more. Accompanying these images of
incredible natural phenomena are captions explaining how they occur. The images start close to home
and move outward: beginning with images of the Chandra launch, then moving into the solar system,
through the nearby universe, and finally to the most distant galaxies Chandra has observed, the book
brings readers on a far-out visual voyage.

Star Wars Episode I Adventures Game Book
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This first volume in the Jedi Quest series begins an adventure that takes place between Episode I: The
Phantom Menace and Episode II: Attack of the Clones. Strong in the ways of the Force, fourteen-yearold Anakin Skywalker is an ideal Jedi apprentice. But despite his legendary piloting and lightsaber
skills, he has much to learn from Jedi Master Obi-Wan Kenobi. When Obi-Wan and Anakin are
separated during a mission, Anakin and the other apprentices—including his rival—must work together to
survive.

Force Storm.
"The only way to bring down the Sith's most dangerous warrior may be to join forces with the dark
side"--Back cover.

Star Wars: Dawn of the Jedi Volume 1—Force Storm
Qui-Gon Jinn, a Jedi Master, has difficulty training young Obi-Wan Kenobi, because he can't forget the
betrayal by his first apprentice, Xanatos.

Void Star
Obi-Wan Kenobi, traveling with Ferus and Trever, attempts to keep the Jedi's most important secret safe
from the inquisitive Empire.

The Secret Journeys of Jack London, Book One: The Wild
From acclaimed New York Times bestselling fantasists Margaret Weis and Tracy Hickman comes the
spellbinding conclusion to the epic adventure of wonder, courage, magic, and ambition that is the
breathtaking world of the Sovereign Stone. Over two hundred years have passed since the mystical
Sovereign Stone was shattered and the world of Loerem faced its most dangerous test ever—the rise of the
dark lord Dagnarus. But now Dagnarus has stirred from the Void and seeks the utter conquest of all
Loerem. Leading a seemingly unstoppable horde of bestial, powerful minions and a host of insidious
undead, Dagnarus captures mortal kingdom after mortal kingdom, until he stands before the very gates
of New Vinnengael, as traitors within the city plot to yield the crown to the undead lord. In the darkness
and turmoil that follows, all heroes must first master their own fears and weaknesses before they can
take up the fight to stop Dagnarus, and the company spreads across many lands to face many perils.
Mortally wounded by a Blood-knife wielded by an undead Vrykyl knight, the Baron Shadamehr lies
dying, and even the many skills of his beautiful, beloved Alise may not be able to save him. Others face
desperate journeys through hostile lands and difficult tests of character. And, unsuspected, a deadly
Vrykyl stalks the pecwae Bashae—and his precious burden, the human portion of the Sovereign
Stone—through the streets of New Vinnengael. Yet the gods have their own plans for this imperiled land,
and drawn by an unknown call, the Dominion Lords head for the Portal of the Gods, the mystical,
haunted site of Dagnarus’s terrible treachery two hundred years beforehand. For if all the parts of the
sundered Sovereign Stone can be reunited, the Dominion Lords can stop Dagnarus’s unholy plans for
domination. But one piece is still missing. . . . As the past and present converge in a desperate race to
determine the future, an unlikely hero will arise. A man who will become far more than he ever dreamed
possible and who holds the fate of all Loerem in his hands. And to save Loerem he must venture into a
realm of utter terror and darkness . . . into the very blackness of the Void itself.

Into the Void
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Luke Skywalker takes on a high-stakes espionage operation to rescue a brilliant alien cryptographer
sympathetic to the rebel cause, a mission that will push his abilities as a Rebel fighter and would-be Jedi
to the limit.

Star Wars
In the New York Times bestseller Darth Bane: Path of Destruction, Drew Karpyshyn painted a gripping
portrait of a young man’s journey from innocence to evil. That man was Darth Bane, a twisted genius
whose iron will, fierce ambition, and strength in the dark side of the Force made him a natural leader
among the Sith–until his radical embrace of an all-but-forgotten wisdom drove him to destroy his own
order . . . and create it anew from the ashes. As the last surviving Sith, Darth Bane promulgated a harsh
new directive: the Rule of Two. Two there should be; no more, no less. One to embody the power, the
other to crave it. Now Darth Bane is ready to put his policy into action, and he thinks he has found the
key element that will make his triumph complete: a student to train in the ways of the dark side. Though
she is young, Zannah possesses an instinctive link to the dark side that rivals his own. With his guidance,
she will become essential in his quest to destroy the Jedi and dominate the galaxy. But there is one who
is determined to stop Darth Bane: Johun Othone, Padawan to Jedi Master Lord Hoth, who died at Bane’s
hands in the last great Sith War. Though the rest of the Jedi scoff at him, Joshua’s belief that there are
surviving Sith on the loose is unshakeable. As Johun continues his dogged pursuit of the man who killed
his master, Zannah, faced unexpectedly with a figure from her past, begins to question her embrace of
the dark side. And Darth Bane is led by Force-induced visions to a moon where he will acquire
astonishing new knowledge and power–power that will alter him in ways he could never have imagined.
. . . Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded
universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last
thirty years!

Star Wars: Jedi Quest: The Way of the Apprentice
Reveals the origins of the Jedi Order on the remote world of Tython, where ancient philosophers and
scientists share their mystical knowledge of the Force while colonizing a dangerous new homeworld.

Rogue Planet
Surrounded by a vast, toxic desert, the inhabitants of labyrinthine Echo City believe there is no other life
in their world. Some like it that way, so when a stranger arrives he is anathema to powerful interest
groups. But Peer Nadawa found the stranger and she is determined to keep him and the freedom he
represents alive. A political exile herself, she calls on her ex-lover Gorham, now leader of their antiestablishment network. Then they recruit the Baker, whose macabre genetic experiments seem close to
sorcery. However, while factions prepare for war, an ancient peril is stirring. In the city's depths
something deadly is rising, and it will soon reach the levels where men dwell.

Betrayal
A latest entry in the best-selling series that began with Path of Destruction and Rule of Two finds Darth
Bane suffering the effects of using the dark side, doubting his apprentice for her apparent lack of
ambition and pursuing an artifact with the power of granting immortality.

Last And First Men
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Meet Dewey Jenkins, a 13-year old schoolkid who's about to fail science class. Follow him on an
amazing adventure that leads Dewey and his friends to a virtual world where they will have to overcome
all sorts of digital creatures and solve a number of puzzles in order to get home. My Video Game Ate
My Homework is a funny, fast-paced adventure that shows the importance of cooperation and
teamwork, as well as the importance of using your own unique abilities to solve problems. It's illustrated
in Dustin Hansen's colorful, cartoony style, and filled with lots of sight gags and nods to video-gaming
tropes. Dustin Hansen spent years directing and creating video games before becoming a writer and
illustrator, and makes his DC debut with My Video Game Ate My Homework!

The World According to Star Wars
It's the year 2465, two hundred years since the stars were opened to humanity by the invention of the
shift drive. So began the First Interstellar Expansion Era, catapulting humanity into a deadly race for the
limited resources of navigable space. Now tensions between the human nations are threatening to boil
over into open hostility. Into this maelstrom steps the exiled Commander James Somerville of the Royal
Space Navy. Banished from London to the survey ship HMS Drake he is about to make a discovery that
may change his fortunes and throw Britain into a deadly war with its closest rival. The Void War is a
military science fiction novel and first book by new author D. J. Holmes

The Crystal Star
The world knows Jack London as awriter who lived his own thrilling,real-life adventures. But there
areparts of his life that have remainedhidden for many years, things even he couldn’tset down in writing.
Terrifying, mysterious,bizarre, and magical —these are the SecretJourneys of Jack London. We meet Jack
at age seventeen, followingthousands of men and women into the YukonTerritory in search of gold. For
Jack, the journeyholds the promise of another kind of fortune:challenge and adventure. But what he
finds inthe wild north is something far more sinisterthan he could have ever imagined: kidnappingand
slavery, the murderous nature of desperatemen, and, amidst it all, supernatural beasts ofthe wilderness
that prey upon the weakness inmen’s hearts. Jack’s survival will depend on hisability to quell the
demons within himself asmuch as those without. Acclaimed authors Christopher Goldenand Tim
Lebbon, along with illustrator GregRuth, have crafted a masterful tale bothclassic and contemporary, a
gripping originalstory of the paranormal in the tradition ofthe great Jack London.

The Old Republic Series: Star Wars Legends 4-Book Bundle
Not just an epic videogame from BioWare and LucasArts, Star Wars: The Old Republic™ spawned a
New York Times bestselling series of novels—which are now together in one electrifying ebook bundle.
Fatal Alliance, Deceived, Revan, and Annihilation tell four daringly original stories of Jedi and Sith that
embody this unique, beloved era in Star Wars Legends storytelling. . . . FATAL ALLIANCE by Sean
Williams From across the galaxy they’ve come: a Jedi Padawan, an ex-trooper drummed out of the
Republic’s elite Blackstar Squad, and a mysterious Mandalorian. An extraordinary auction has drawn
them all together, in quest of a prize whose value may be the wealth of a world itself. None intend to
leave empty-handed. All have secrets, desires, and schemes. And nothing could ever unite them as
allies—except the truth about the deadly danger of the object they covet. But can Sith and Jedi, Republic
and Empire, join as one against the certain doom of the galaxy? DECEIVED by Paul S. Kemp A Sith
warrior to rival the most sinister of the Order’s Dark Lords, Darth Malgus brought down the Jedi
Temple on Coruscant in a brutal assault that shocked the galaxy. But if war crowned him the darkest of
Sith heroes, peace will transform him into something far more heinous—something Malgus would never
want to be but cannot stop becoming, any more than he can stop the rogue Jedi fast approaching. Her
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name is Aryn Leneer—and the lone Jedi Knight that Malgus cut down in the fierce battle for the Jedi
Temple was her Master. REVAN by Drew Karpyshyn Hero, traitor, conqueror, villain, savior—Revan has
been all of these. He left Coruscant a Jedi, on a mission to defeat the Mandalorians. He returned a Sith
disciple, bent on destroying the Republic. The Jedi Council gave Revan his life back, but the price of
redemption was the loss of his memories. All that’s left are nightmares—and deep, abiding fear. One
thing he’s certain of: Something very dark is plotting against the Republic. With no idea how to identify
the threat, let alone stop it, Revan may be doomed to fail. But only death can stop him from trying.
ANNIHILATION by Drew Karpyshyn After his triumphant destruction of a Sith superweapon arsenal,
covert agent Theron Shan is recruited for an even more dangerous mission. A power struggle has the
Empire in flux, but Darth Karrid remains bent on total domination, using a fearsome Imperial cruiser in
her reign of terror. Now, joined by a hotheaded smuggler and Karrid’s former Jedi Master, Theron must
match wits and weapons with a crew of the most cold-blooded dark side disciples. And if they don’t
seize their one chance to succeed, they will have countless opportunities to die.

Darth Bane
From Beacon Hill to Southie, historic Boston is a town of vibrant neighborhoods knit into a seamless
whole. But as Jim Banks and Trix Newcomb learn in a terrifying instant, it is also a city divided—split
into three separate versions of itself by a mad magician once tasked with its protection. Jim is happily
married to Jenny, with whom he has a young daughter, Holly. Trix is Jenny’s best friend, practically a
member of the family—although she has secretly been in love with Jenny for years. Then Jenny and Holly
inexplicably disappear—and leave behind a Boston in which they never existed. Only Jim and Trix
remember them. Only Jim and Trix can bring them back. With the help of Boston’s Oracle, an elderly
woman with magical powers, Jim and Trix travel between the fractured cities, for that is where Jenny
and Holly have gone. But more is at stake than one family’s happiness. If Jim and Trix should fail, the
spell holding the separate Bostons apart will fail too, and the cities will reintegrate in a cataclysmic
implosion. Someone, it seems, wants just that. Someone with deadly shadow men at their disposal. From
the Paperback edition.

Into the Void
The second installment of a two-book Obi-Wan Kenobi and Anakin Skywalker adventure, set against
the backdrop of the Clone Wars! Obi-Wan Kenobi and Anakin Skywalker are trapped on the Separatist
controlled planet Lanteeb, on the run from General Lok Durd and his droid army. After being forced to
abandon their jerry-rigged groundcar they continue on foot, hunted, as they try to find a safe place to
hide and regroup before escaping the planet altogether. Eventually they seek shelter in a remote
Lanteeban village, but the Separatists track them down. Now they're under siegeand the little time
they've bought themselves is running out.

Legacy of the Jedi
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